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I want to know everything, so it’s

great working at Proteus—I get to

speak to chemists, biologists,

physicists, clinicians, software

engineers, signal processors, optical

physicists, & engineers. I get to do

chemistry to get nanosensors on

fibres and take some measurements.

It was an opportunity to do all sorts

of optics & business innovation

course to get a dual degree with

extra experience and opportunities.

IF  YOU  WEREN 'T  A

SCIENTIST ,  WHAT

WOULD  BE  DOING  NOW?

SALES  SPEC IA L I S T ,

LARUNPYORA .COM

SAM STANFIELD

WHAT  SUBJECT  WAS

YOUR  UNDERGRADUATE

DEGREE  IN?

MSc Chemical Physics

TELL  US  A  JOKE !

DESCRIBE  YOURSELF  IN

3  WORDS

FAVOURITE  MUSICIAN?

Music enhances or changes my

mood, so if having a bad day, I can

listen to something to get me stoked

What do you get if you cross an

elephant with an octopus?

A meeting from the ethics committee

& an immediate end to your funding!

Outdoorsy, inquisitive and open.

WHAT  IS  YOUR  PHD

PROJECT  ABOUT?

WHAT  IS  A  TYPICAL  DAY

LIKE?

There’s no real typical day. I will

spend time making nanosensors,

setting up equipment, do some data

analysis, reading, & prep. Then I prep

the spectrometer, run experiments, &

adapt in real time if things go wrong.

At the end of the week, I analyse the

data & make sense of it, & maybe

make a plan for the next week.

Maybe an engineer. because I like

working with my hands. I’m involved

with public engagement, so maybe I’d

be teaching people things.

WERE  YOU  ALWAYS

INTERESTED  IN  SCIENCE?

As a kid, I was always asking “why?”

My parents were encouraging &

always tried to lead me through it. I

remember having chemistry sets &

microscopes. My dad works at an

Agricultural College & so as a kid, I’d

have slides of rat fetuses, hearts,

eyeballs, & lungs.(continued)

 I like knowing things; I like knowing

how things work. 

FAVOURITE  FOOD?

I’m a big fan of pasta-based dishes

and of my mom’s lasagna. Also pizza

& fresh fruit like apples and berries.

Oh, & also Mexican food!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuel-stanfield/

